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Abstract. In this article, a fuzzy rule based model is developed for the operation of a single purpose reservoir.
The model operates on an 'if - then' principle, where the 'if is a vector of fuzzy premises and the 'then' is a vector
of fuzzy consequences. The steps involved in the development of the model include, construction of membership
functions for the inflow, storage, demand and the release, formulation of fuzzy rules, implication and
defuzzification. The methodology is illustrated through the case study of the Malaprabha irrigation reservoir in
Kamataka, India. Reservoir storage, inflow, and demands are used as premises and the release as the
consequence. Simulated reservoir operation with a steady state policy provides the knowledge base necessary for
the formulation of the Fuzzy rules.
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1. Introduction

In his classical review paper on reservoir operation models, Yeh (1985) observed that,
despite considerable progress, the research relating to reservoir operation has been very
slow in finding its way into practice. Simonovic (1992) has discussed the limitations in
the reservoir operation models and the remedial measures to make them more acceptable
to the operators. More recently, Russel and Campbell (1996) also emphasised that due to
the 'high degree of abstraction' necessary for efficient application of optimization
techniques, the applicability of most reservoir operation models is limited. The managers
and reservoir operators are often uncomfortable with the sophisticated optimisation
techniques used in the models, which are made much more complex by the inclusion of
stochasticity of hydrologic variables. The fuzzy logic approach may provide a promising
alternative to the methods used for reservoir operation modelling, because, as Russell and
Campbell (1996) mention, the approach is more flexible and allows incorporation of
expert opinions, which could make it more acceptable to operators. Shrestha et al. (1996)
also confirm that fuzzy logic is an appropriate tool to consider the impreciseness of
variables like inflows, in reservoir operation modelling. Fontane et al. (1997) have also
dealt with the imprecise nature of objectives in reservoir operation modelling. The fuzzy
logic based modeling of a reservoir operation is a simple approach, which operates on an
'if-then' principle, where 'if is a vector of fuzzy explanatory



variables or premises such as the present reservoir pool elevation, the inflow, the demand,
and time of the year. The 'then' is a fuzzy consequence such as release from the reservoir.

Fuzzy logic has been used in a number of water resources applications but generally as a
refinement to conventional optimization techniques in which the usual 'crisp' objective
and some or all of the constraints are replaced by the fuzzy constraints. Kindler (1992)
used fuzzy logic for optimal allocation of water. The objective function and the
constraints were taken as fuzzy and the 'Tsebyschev Polynomial' transformation was
applied to transform the fuzzy constraints to suit a linear programming formulation.
Bardossy and Disse (1993) applied the fuzzy logic to model the infiltration and water
movement in unsaturated zone. Instead of computing the flow with an unrealistically high
accuracy their fuzzy rule based model only approximates the flow, which can be measured
and interpolated with reasonable accuracy.

In this article, a fuzzy rule based reservoir operation model is developed for a single
purpose reservoir. The approach adopted is essentially the same as that of Russel and
Campbell (1996) and Shrestha et al. (1996), with the difference that the expert knowledge
for framing the Fuzzy rules is derived from an explicit stochastic model. A steady state
policy derived from a Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) model provides this
knowledge base. The stochastic model is used here as an alternative to the expert
knowledge that is generally available with experienced reservoir managers. The
methodology for building the fuzzy rule based model is independent of the stochastic
model, and any other expert knowledge may also be used in its place. The procedure is
illustrated through a case study of the Malaprabha irrigation reservoir in Kamataka state,
India.

2. Fuzzy Reservoir Operation Model
In modelling of reservoir operation with fuzzy logic, the following distinct steps are
followed: (a) Fuzzification of inputs, where the crisp inputs such as the inflow, reservoir
storage and release, are transformed into fuzzy variables, (b) Formulation of the fuzzy rule
set, based on an expert knowledge base, (c) Application of a fuzzy operator, to obtain one
number representing the premise of each rule, (d) Shaping of the consequence of the rule
by implication, and (e) Defuzzification. These steps are discussed in the following
paragraphs for a general reservoir operation problem. Some basic concepts of fuzzy logic
relevant to the present work are given in Appendix. The application is demonstrated
through a case study in the subsequent section.

2.1. FUZZIFICATION OF THE INPUTS

The first step in building a fuzzy inference system is to determine the degree to which the
inputs belong to each of the appropriate fuzzy sets through the member-



ship functions. The input is always a crisp numerical value limited to the universe of
discourse of the input variable and the result of fuzzification is a fuzzy degree of
membership (generally between the interval 0 and 1). The problem of constructing a
membership function is that of capturing the meaning of the linguistic terms employed in
a particular application adequately and of assigning the meanings of associated
oprerations to the linguistic terms. The general scenario within which construction of a
membership function takes place is as follows. The scenario involves a specific
knowledge domain of interest, one or more experts in that domain, and a knowledge
engineer. The role of knowledge engineer is to elicit the knowledge of interest from the
experts, and to express the knowledge in some operational form of a required type. In the
first stage, the knowledge engineer attempts to elicit knowledge in terms of propositions
expressed in natural language. In the second stage, the knowledge engineer attempts to
determine the meaning of each linguistic term employed in these propositions. The
methods employed for constructing a membership function, based on experts' judgement,
can be classified as direct methods and indirect methods. In the direct method, experts are
expected to give answers to various questions that explicitly pertain to the construction of
a membership function. In the indirect method, experts are required to answer simpler
questions, easier to answer and less sensitive to various biases of the subjective
judgement, which pertain to the construction of membership function only implicitly.
Both the methods may involve one or more experts. A detailed discussion on construction
of membership functions and assigning membership values may also be found in Ross
(1997). Civanlar and Trussel (1986) and Devi and Sharma (1985) provided methods of
constructing membership function from statistical data. Useful discussions related to
construction of membership function may be found in Dombi (1990) and Klir and Yuan
(1997).

Figure 1 shows the transformation of the storage variable, as an example. For a storage
of 300 M m3 the membership value of the variable storage is 0.7, as seen from the figure.

2.2. FORMULATION OF THE FUZZY RULE SET

The fuzzy rule set is formulated based on expert knowledge. A fuzzy rule may be of the
form: If the storage is low, and the inflow is medium in period t, then the release is low.
The expert knowledge available on the particular reservoir should always be used for
formulating the rule base.

2.3. APPLICATION OF FUZZY OPERATOR

Once the inputs are fuzzified, the degree to which each part of the premise has been
satisfied for each rule is known. If the premise of a given rule has more than one part, then
a fuzzy operator is applied to obtain one number that represents the result
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of the premises for that rule. The input to the I‘uzzy operator may hc from two o r  
more membership functions: but the oulput is a single truth value. 

The fuzzy logic operators such as thc A N D  or OR operators obey the classical 
two valued logic. The A N D  operator can be conjunction ( m i n )  ofthe classical logic 
o r  it can be the product (prod) of the two parameters involved in  it. Similarly the 
OR method can be the disjunction operation (max) in thc classical logic or i t  can 
be the probabilistic OR (probor) method. Thc probabilistic O K  method is delincd 
by the equation: 

The rewlt of the ‘AND’ (min)  operator tor the example 4hown i n  Figure 2 will be 
0 3. 

\torage and the input 2 a \  inflow The 
premiw of the rule con\i\t\ of both the inputs I.C. stotage and inHofi, Lct the rule 
be ot the natiire 

For example, convder the input  1 

i f  storage is x or inflow I \  y then 

The two different parts of the premise yielded thc inerribership values of 0.3 ant1 
0.8 f o r -  storage and inflow. respectively. The fuzzy operator is applied to obtain 
onc number that represents the result of the premise for that rule: in this case the 
fuzzy OR operator simply selccts the maximum o f  the two values. 0.8. and the 
fuzzy operation for the rule is complete. I f  the rule uses the l‘uzzy probabilistic OR 
(probor) operator then the result will be calculated by Equation ( I  ), where m and IZ 
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the ou tpu t  membership function t o  obtain a fu / /y  \el l o r  the rule This I \  donc by 
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the implication method. The i n p u t  101- the iniplication method is ;I singlc nuinher 
resulting from the premise, and the result 01' iiiiplication is a f u u y  set. Implication 
occurs for each rule by the A N D  method which truncates the oiitptit I'u/,/y set. ot 
the prod method which scales the  oulput l ' u / ,~y  scl. 

The implication method is shown i n  Figure 3. I n  the figure, the truncation ol' 
the output fuzzy set is done at the higher o f  the two  membership I'unction v:ilue\. 
resulting from the input 2,  because the 'OK' I'uz;ly operator is iiscd on thc inputs. In 
applying the implication to a set of rules. weightages may be attached t o  different 
rules to distinguish them fi-om each other based on prioritieh. 

2.5. A G  C; REG All 0 N 

Aggregation is the unification ot' the output of each rule by nicrely joining thcrn. 
When an input value bclongs to the intersection 01' the two inernhership I'iinctions. 
fuzzy rules corresponding to  both the menibcrship functions are invoked. Each 01' 
these rules, after implication, specilich one output I'uzzy set. The two output t u / q  
sets are then unified to get one single output I'uuy sct. Aggt-egation is shown in 
Figure 4. If more than one input lies i n  the intersection regions, all cor-t-esptrnding 
rules are invoked and aggregation is carried o u t  on the output I'iizLy sets. Aggrega- 
tion occurs once for each variable. Thc input o f  the aggregation process is the list 



of truncated output function retui-ncd by the implication process 01. u c h  rule. The 
output of the aggregation process is one lUmy set lor each output variablc. The 
aggregation methods are given by: inax (maximum), probor (probabilistic or) ,  and 
sum (sum of each rules output). 

2.6. DEFUZZIFICATION 

The result obtained from implication is in the form o f a  fuzzy set. For application. 
this is defuzzified. The input for the  defuzzification process is n f u m y  set and the 
result is a single crisp number. The most common defuzyification method is the 
‘centroid’ evaluation, which returns the center 01‘ area under the curve. Other nicth- 
ods for del‘iizzification include ‘bisection’. which returns thc bicction 01’ the haw 
01’ the output fuzzy set; ‘middle 01‘ maximuin’, which returns the value of niiclcllc 
of tnaximum of the  aggregation of the truncated outpul fuzzy subsets; 'largest. o f  
iIi;Ixiiniitn’, which returns the ~ a l u e  of‘ larges~ ol‘ maximum 01‘ the aggt-cgnlioii 01’ 
the truncated output fuzzy subsets; and ‘smallest o f  m;ixiiiiuin’, which rclurns ~ h c  
value of’ minimum oi‘ tnaxirnum 01’ the aggregation of  the truncated out.pul I’u//,y 
subsets. For a general discussion on defuzzification, see Hcllcndoorn and ‘I’hom;i\ 
( 1993). 

itnum(L0M). middle 01’ maximum(M0M) o r  smallest of‘ maxiinuin(SOh4) arc clc- 
rived from the probabilistic method ot’ tiiaximum likelihood. The maxiintiin inen- 
bcrs h i p de f ‘u zzi fie at i on sclie ti1 c s u ftei-s from two I’u ndani e n t al pro h I c I ii s . F i rs 1, t Ir c 
mode distribution 01’ the output f u z ~ y  sets is n o t  unique. For conlinuous meinher- 
ship functions this leads to infinitely many modes. Second, the tii;ixiinuni tncinbc%i-- 
schip method ignores the inl’ormalion in  much ol‘ the outpul t u w y  scl. I I I  Ixicticc 
the output f u m y  set is highly asyninictric. Therelirc infinitely many oulpul dis- 
tributions can share the same mode. Yager and Filev (1993) have shown that. the 
selection problem can be implemented by converting the output. I . L I L L ~  subset inco 
a probability distribution and use this probability distribution to selecl [he elemcnl 
either via performance or by calculation of an expected value. 

I n  ‘centroid’ method 01‘ defuuilicatiori we directly cornputc the re~d v d u d  
output as a norinalized combination of membership values. I t  is given by the cx- 
pression 

The defuzzification methods 01’ maximum tnctnbcrship like largest. 01’  in:tk 

where G is [he centroid of  the truncated f u u y  output set B.  r ~ i , ~ ( y ~ )  is the men-  
bersliip value of the elernent !, i n  the f u u y  output set B, and / I  is the number 
of elements. The centroid method of dcfuzzitication yields a unique crisp numhcr 
while using all the information in the output distribution R .  I n  the prcscnt work thc 
centroid method is used for defuzzification. 



 

Tuhlr 1. Periodwise demands and average inllows 

Period Demand Acerage inHow 
in 10-daily unit in M in' in M m' 

June 1-10 
June 11-20 
June 2 1-30 
July 1-10 
July 11-11) 
July 21-31 
August 1-10 
Augost 11-20 
August 2 1-3 I 
September 1 - 10 

September 11-21 
September 2 1-30 
October 1-10 
October I 1-20 
October 2 1-3 I 
Noveiiiber 1- 1 0  
November 11-20 
November 2 1-30 
December I - I 0  
December I 1-20 
December 21-3 I 
January 1-10 
January 1 1-20 
January 2 1-3 1 
February 1- 1 0  
February 1 1-20 
Fehriiary 2 1-28 
March 1-10 
March 11-20 
March 21-3 I 
April 1-10 
April 11-20 
April 2 1-30 
May 1- 10 
May I 1-20 
May 21-31 

I 0.500 
10.575 
4 I .895 
35.565 
37.620 
52.575 
59.370 
53.475 
55.230 
56. I60 
56.160 
25.620 
16.635 
25.830 
26.620 
36.570 
45.3 I x 
40.8 I5 
35.360 
54.01 5 
58.Y35 
51.375 
49.275 
50.880 
50.6.5.5 
39.300 
21. 150 
27. I50  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
O.OO( 1 
0.000 
0.000 

14.907 
16.867 
46. I89 
167.092 
192.497 
152.015 
156.676 
I39.6 I 6  
xx.299 
57.927 
49.x79 
56.09 1 
53.638 
44.880 
34.850 
13.442 
I x.974 
16.520 
9.849 
6.243 
5.5 19 
5.756 
5.43 I 
5.07 I 
3.887 
3.684 
3 . S l O  
3.006 
3.056 
1.740 
3.195 
3.61') 
4. I62 
11.562 
5.574 
I I ,025 



3. Case Study Application 

The methodology discussed in the previous section is used for modeling of‘ opcra- 
lion of Malaprabha reservoir situated in the Krishna basin of Karnataka state, India. 
It is a single purpose irrigation reservoir which has been in operation since 1973. 
Located in the northern region of Karnataka state, the reservoir has a rna-jor portion 
of the irrigation area in black cotton soil. The major crops grown in the command 
area are cotton, wheat, maize, safflower, groundnut and pulses. The reservoir has 
a gross storage capacity of 1070 M m3 and a live storage capacity of 870 M m3. 
A water year (from June 1 to May 31) is divided into 36, 10-day periods. The 
duration of the last few periods was increased by one day each to compensate for 
the additional number of days over 360 in a given year. Table I gives the average 
inflows and average demands for the 36 periods in a year. The demands shown 
in  the table are the water requirements of the Right Bank crops at the filed level. 
For release decisions at the reservoir, these demands are multiplied by ;I factor 01. 
I .75 to account for requirements of the left bank crops and all losses. The reservoir 
serves a command area in a drought prone region in  South India, where frcquent 
water shortage occurs. There is a good scope for implementing scientific operating 
policies in the case study. A number of studies in the past have already addressed 
the problem of optimal operation for the case study (e.g., Mujumdar and Vedula, 
1992; Vedula and Mujumdar, 1992; Mujumdar and Ramesh, 1997). However the 
optimization models used in those studies are far too complex and data-intensive to 
be of immediate use for actual operation. The fuzzy logic model presented i n  this 
article, on the othcr hand, is mathernatically simple and provides irnplcrnentublc, 
near optimal operating policies. Since the model is not mathematically complex. 
the technology transfer is expected to be more effectivc. 

The fuzzy logic tool box available with the MATLAB package, version 4 . 2 ~ .  is 
used for developing the inodel (MATLAB, IWS).  The inputs to the fuzzy system 
are inflows, storage, and time-of-year. The demand is assumed to be uniquely 
defined for a period, and hence the variable time-of-year (the period nuinbcr) is 
taken as the equivalent input. Thc output is the release during the period. For thc 
inputs and output operations the logical and implication operators arc takcn as 
(with conventional Fuzzy notation). 

And Method = ‘Min’; 

Imp Method = ‘Min’: 
Defuzz Method = ‘Centroid’. 

Or Method = ‘Max’; 

Where the ‘And’ and ‘Or’ method corresponds l o  [he cori.juction ( r r i i n )  arid dis.juirc- 
tion (max) operation of classical logic. The implication method ‘Min’ produces a 
clipped output fuzzy set and the defuzzification method ‘Ccntroid’ is as discussed 
carlicr in scction ‘Defuzzification of the Rules’. 



3.1. FUZZIFICAT10N OF INPUTS

The degree to which a particular measurement of inflow or storage is high, low or medium
depends on how we define the fuzzy sets of high inflow/low storage etc. This definition
may arise from statistical data or neural clustering of historical data or from pooling the
response of experts. In this case study of reservoir operation the SDP program was used in
lieu of expert's opinion. Thus the ranges for membership function were derived from the
SDP discretisation. As the number of membership functions for input/output increases, the
error decreases. But as the number of membership functions increases the number of rules
in the rule base also increases. There is, thus, a trade off between the number of
membership functions and the number of rules, so that an acceptable near optimal
(minimum error) solution is achieved. This is analogous to the dimensionality problems
encountered in the Dynamic Programming (DP) models for reservoir operation. The
ranges for membership functions for reservoir storage, inflow and release are fixed,
keeping in view the computational considerations. The 36 ten-day periods in a year arc
divided into three distinct groups for the purpose of discretisation: Periods 1 to 12 (June to
September), periods 13 to 24 (October to January), and periods 25-36

(February to May). All periods in a group will thus have me sam6 Membership functions
for inflow, storage and release. The storage, inflow and the release were assigned the
triangular membership functions. The time-of-year (i.e., the 10-daily period number) was
assigned the membership function of a straight line, hut for computational convenience, a
triangle with a very small base was used. As an example, typical membership functions of
the variables for period 22, January 1 10, (when crop demand is high and the average
inflow during the period is low) is shown in Figure 5. It may be noted that the range of
inflows for various membership functions for period 22 is the same as that for any other
period between periods 13 to 24. As seen from Table I, the average inflow in period 22
(January I-10) is very low (5.75 M m3), and consequently all classes of membership
functions will not be represented in this period. Thus, although five membership functions
have been defined for inflow during the period, in actual practice, only the first two may
he represented for that period.

3.2. FORMULATION OF FUZZY RULE BASE:

In a fuzzy system, the rules are generally formed by using 'expert knowledge'. 1;' the
reservoir operation model of Russell and Campbell (1996), for example, the fuzzy rules
are formed based on the actual historical operation of the reservoir. In the present study,
the expert knowledge is derived from a long term steady state operation of the reservoir.
For this purpose, a steady slate policy is derived with stochastic dynamic programming
(SDP), using the ten-day inflow transition probabilities. The objective function used in the
SDP is to minimise the expected value of the squared deficit of release from the irrigation
demand. Reservoir storage and the inflow during a period form the two stale variables in
the SDP model. Four
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inflow class intervals and IS \torage class intervals are used. Ttic s(oragc diw-ct-  
isation scheme is adoptcd from Vedula and Mu,jumdar ( 1992). 'Thc niathc~iia~ical 
1i)rmulation of the SDP model is adopted directly I'rom L O L I C ~ S  c/  a / .  ( I O X  1 ). With 
36 time periods in  a year and I'our inflow clnss intcrvals, 36 transition Iwoh;thiltly 
matrices, each ol siLe 4 x 4  arc cictincd. The general recursive equation oi'thc SDP 
model is written, for period t and stage n as, (with backward recursion) 

where . / ; ' ( k ,  i) is the expcctcd value of' thc xquar-ed delicit upto and including 
period t ,  corresponding to the s t a g  n in the algorithm, / l k , / ,  i y  thc sqaurcd deficit i n  
the period t ,  corresponding to k ,  i and I ,  k is thc initial storage state (class), i i5, thc 
inflow state, P,; is the inflow transition probability (probability of transition from 
state i in period t to state j in period -1 I )  and / is the storage state at the end ot'thc 
period t .  This recursive equation is solved until steady state policy is achieved. l 'hc 
steady state policy specifies, for a given period, the end-of-the period storage statc 
(class) 1* ,  for a given initial storage state k and the inflow state i during a period. 
As an example. the steady state policy for period no. 22, I s  shown in Figure 0 .  
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Fi,yut-c 6.  Steady \tatc policy lor period 22. 

The reservoir releasc during ;I period may bc determined tor ;I givcii initial 
storage and inflow during the period, iising the stcady state policy. To lormula~e the 
fiizzy rules, the reservoir operation is simulated with the steady state policy, tor 30 
years, using historical inflow data. Table I I  shows one year of simulation results. 
This simulation forms the basis for thc fuzzy rule base. The simulation rcsults 
contain 30 values of reservoir storage. associated inflow and the release l h r  each of 
the 36 within year periods. These values are matched to the respective t u u y  sets 
(e.g., low, medium etc.) based o n  the interval Lo which they belong. Thc database 
so generated will thus  have infortnation such ;IS, ‘Storage: IAW; Inflow: Medium; 
Release: Low’ and so on for each o f  the 36 periods for the 30 years of simulation. 
This database is used to formulate the fumy rulcs. for  individual periods. From 
the database, information is picked up on thc consequence (e.g., Release: 1,ow) 
for each premise (e.g., Storage: Low and Inflow: very low and Time-ot-Year: 22). 
Where one premise leads to more than one consequence (e.g., Release: Medium 
and Release: High), in the database for the same period in different years, the Fuzzy 
rule for the condition is formulated based on the average val~ie of the simulated 



release. Suppose, for example, in a particular year i n  simulation, I‘or pcriod 22 
(January 1 - 1  0), the storage, inflow, and releasc values from the SDP himulation arc 
1 XU, 10 and 40, respectively. From thc membership function definitions (Figure 5 )  
these values are traced to ‘low’, ‘very low’ and ‘low-mcd’ 01’ storage, inflow and 
release membership functions, respectively. If there are no other years in simulation 
for which the premise (Storage: Low, and Inflow: very low) is obtained for period 
22, then the rule formulated in this case will be: 

If the storagc is low and the inflow is wry low and fime-of-yew is period 22 
then release is low-med. 

If however there ar-e more than one ycar in simulation lor which the prcmise 
(Storage: Low and Inflow: very low) is obtained foi- the same period, and thc 
consequences are different, the fuzzy rule is formulated for the  prernisc based on 
the average value of the consequences. To illustrate this. l o r  the above examplc, 
suppose in  any two ycars (out of 30 y r  o f  simulation), thc storage, inllow and 
release are 180, 10, 40 and 100, 25, 55 fix the two years rcspeclively. As  may 
be verified from Figure 5 ,  the premise arising out of this data would he ‘Storagc: 
Low: and Inflow: very low’ for both the cases, but the conscyuenccs are ‘Release: 
Low-Medium’, for onc ycar and ‘Releasc: Very-High’ for the other. I n  such a c a c  
the consequence is formulated based on the avcragc valuc of the rclcase ( i . ~ . ,  (40 + 
55) /2  = 47.5). This value is traced to the membership of  both medium and medium- 
high from Figure 5 .  Since, the value 47.5 has a higher memhcr-ship vuluc for  thc 
membership function ‘Medium’, the fuzzy rule is written iis 

If the storage is low and the inflow is w r y  low and tiwicJ-of-ycwr- is period 22 
thcn relruse is mrciiutii. 

The number 01‘ rules in the f u z ~ y  rule base i s  n;~-, c,, whcrc c, is thc nurnhct 01’ 
classes in the ith variable and n is the number of variables. With incrensing IILIII I IP~I .  
of classes for the variables, ;L greater accuracy may be achieved. Howcvcr, a v e q  
large rule base leads to dimensionality problcms. 

3.3. APPLICATION O F  I;UZZY OPERATOR 

The premise part of the rule is assigned onc membership value through this oper- 
ation. For example, in period 22, a storage ol’ I80 corresponds to a membership 
value of 0.7 in the membership function I‘or ‘low’ storage, and the inllow of 10 
corresponds to I .Q i n  the membership function for ‘\/cry low’ inflow. The rcsidt ol‘ 
application of the f u z q  operator ‘AND‘ will be to pick the minimum of  these two 
(viz.. 0.7) and assign it to the premise 01. the rule. 

3.4, I M PI, I C .4TI 0 N , A G G KEG ATI 0 N A N 1 )  I >  E FU %% I FI C’ AT I ( ) N 

The result obtained from application ol‘ the l‘uz~y operator is applied l o  the inerr- 
bership function of the consequence 01‘ the rule, and one output I’u~zy sel is ob- 
tained. For the example rnentioned above, the consequence is  ‘Release: Mcdium’. 



Thc membership function of this fuzzy set i s  truncated ;IS shown in Pigurc .i. a[ the 
level 01'0.7 - which corresponds to the membership value of  thc premise assigncd 
i n  the previous step. and the resulting truncated oiitput fuzzy set is obtained. i f  any 
o f  the input values belong to the intersecrion region o f  two rneinhership I'unclions, 
the rules corresponding to both the membership functions need 10 bc iiivokecl. I n  
such a case the same set of input values will yield different output sets. To obtain 
one output set corresponding to these different output sets, aggregation o f  output 
fuzzy sets (Figure 4) is carried out. The end result of implication and aggregation, 
if necessary, is a truncated fuzzy sct for release which is dcfuzzified using the 
centroid method to  obtain the crisp W I L E  of releae. 

4. Results 

The rules are expressed i n  a hyrnbolic for-in, whcrc the mcaning ol' variou\ syinhols 
are ;Is follows 

A\  a typical example. the rule\ tor peiiod 22 iJaiiLiary 1-10) arc prewitccl here 
For this period, meinberihip tunclion$ wcrc con Wucted lor  l o u r  Icvcl\ ol' 5loragc. 



  

Tuhlo IV Sensitivity to defuuification method 

Method of Reliability Resiliency 
defuzdication 

Centroid 76%’ 421% 
Bisection 78% 45 %’ 
LOM 79% 32% 
MOM 77% 43 % 
SOM 64% 40% 

five levels of inflow and nine levels (if releasc. Since this period falls in the group 
October to January (periods 13-24), the range:, of storage and inflows are fixed 
based on rnaximum and minimum values among all these periods (periods 13-24), 
The storage was classified as: ‘low’, ‘medium‘, ‘high’, and ‘very-high’ in the rarigc 
of (50 8751; the inflow as, ‘very-low’. ‘medium’, ‘high’, ‘very-high’ in the range 
of 1-1 2201; the release was divided into nine class interval:, as, ‘zero’, ‘very-low’, 
‘low-rned’, ‘mcdiurn’, ‘med-high’, ‘high’, ‘very-high’. and ‘v.v. high’. in the range 
of [O 901. The rules for the pcriod 22 are given in Table 111. I t  niay he noted that. 
cornbinalions for the premise, other than those given in Table I l l ,  do not occur I’or 
period 22. 

In simulation, the fuzzy rules are used as follows: Knowing thc rcxrvoir storage 
and inflow levels (i.e., high, niediurn etc.), appropriate l‘u/.zy rulc lor the period is 
invoked. The fuzzy operator, implication and aggregation together yicld a f L u y  set 
for the release. A crisp release is then obtained by using the centroid of thc I ‘uuy  
set, Figure 7 shows for a year, the release obtained by applying the i ’ u ~ z y  rulcs. 

For cvaluating the performance, we used the two performance criteria, rcliabil- 
ity and resiliency (Hashimoto et ul., 1982). When simulatcd over a period of 30 yr, 
the fu/,zy rule based operation yielded a reliability oi’ 76% and a resiliency of 42%. 
The SDP operation. on the other hand, yielded a lowcr reliability of‘ 54% and a 
higher resiliency of 56% compared LO the fuzzy operation. The tictors that con- 
tribute to the performance of the two operations are the objectives of operation, thc 
discretisation scheme6 and even the inflow distribution. which are all case specific. 
In this particular case, although the f u u y  rule base was derived based on the SDP 
policy, the two operations - the fuzzy operation a n d  the SDP operation ~ recultcd 
in different values of the performance indices, because of the way the two policies 
arc used in opcration, the difference in the discrctisation schemes and the naturc of 
the objective function in the SDP operation. To examine the sensitivity o f  results to  
different methods of defuzzitication, simulation is carried out with other methods 
of defuzzificaton. Table 111 gives the I-cliability and resiliency I‘or the fumy rule 
based operation with different defuzzitication method. It is seen that the results arc 
not very sensitive except for srnalle6t of maximum (SOM) mcltivcl. 
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4. I .  CENERAI.  R E M A R K S  

The fuzzy logic model for reservoir operation, presented in  this work, atlcnipts 
to provide an implementable reservoir operation policy. As Russell and Campbell 
(1996) point out, the fuzzy logic approach by itself‘. is no t  an alternalivc to the 
more conventional optimisation techniques. Rather, i t  provides an opponunity Ihr 
the reservoir operators to participate in  formulating the rule base, and hencc riiay 

be more acceptable to them than the policies derived using complex optimization 
modcls. The approach, howevei-, suffers f i - m i  dimensionality problems. As the 
number of fuzzy sets increases, the dimensionality of the problem grows multiplic- 
atively. The fuzzy rules, required for the specitication of the policy may be defined 
by an expert or a group of experts. In the present work, the fuzzy rules have been 
derived from a simulated operation of the reservoir with a SDP operating policy. I t  
may be noted that the SDP model is used in this work only as an alternative to an 
expert who is presumed to have a good insight to provide the fuzzy rules fo r  opera- 
tion, and that the SDP model itself is not essential for the approach presented here. 



A limitation of the present work is that simplistic membership functions have been 
used for inflow and reservoir storage. The rcsults presented here could be quite 
sensitive t o  the nature o f  the membership functions. This limitation is conccdcd to, 
because the primary aim of the article is t o  demonstrate the utility o f  f u ~ z y  logic in 
reservoir operation. A good scope exists for further studies o n  deliiring appropi-iate 
membership functions and defuzzification methods. 

5. Conclusion 

A methodology to construct a fuzzy rule based system for reservoir operation I S  

presented in this article. An advantage o f  the I’uzzy rule based reservoir operation is 
that complex optimisation procedures arc avoidcd, and linguistic statements such 
as ‘low inflow’ ‘poor rainfall’ etc., rnay be readily incorporated. As ;I result, t he  
operato:s may feel rriore coinlortable in using such models. While ii f u u y  rule 
based modcl is easy to devclop and adopt li)r operation, i t  sul’l‘ers froni the curse ol‘ 
dimensionality, and thereforc thc applications of’ f ’ i iuy  logic [o rcscrvoir opcration 
problems may remain limitcd to single reservoir systems. 

6. Appendix - Some Basic Concepts of Fuzzy I,ogic 

Zadeh ( 1965 j pioneered thc tlcvelopnient 01‘ t‘uzzy logic. Some basic concepts 01’ 
the fumy logic and the operation\ iisctl i n  the article arc discussed hriefly in this 
appendix. Most o f  this discussion is ;idopted I‘rom the text books, Klir and Folgcr 
( I995 j. Zimrnerrnan ( 1906). Kosko  ( 1996) and Ross ( I097 j. 

A tnrmhrcs/zip , f i r r ~ f i o n  ( M F )  is ;I function - normally represented by ;I gco- 
metric shape - that delines how each point in Ihc input space IS  mapped to ;I 

membership value between 0 and 1 .  The input space is referecl as  I I I I ~ I W ~ , S P  o/  

r/i.scm~r.so. If X is the universe o f  discourse and its elements arc denotecl by x, then 
a fuzzy set A in  X is dehned as a set ol‘ ordered pairs 

A = {.x, p n ( X ) I X E X }  (4)  

where k , 4 ( x )  is called the membership I’unction 01’ x i n  A .  Thus the membership 
function maps each element of X to a memhcrship value betwccn 0 and I .  A 
membership function can be of any valid geometric shape with appropriate cqua- 
tions describing them. Some commonly used membership functions arc‘ of hell, 
triangular and trapezoidal shape. 

An important step in applying f u ~ ~ y  methods is the assessment of the mcm- 
bership function of a variable. which parallels the estimation of  probability in 
stochastic models. For reservoir operation modeling purposes, the mcmbcrship 
functions required are those of inflow, storage, demand and release. When the 
standard deviation is not large i t  is appropriate to use a simple niernbcrstrip function 
consisting of only straight lines. such as a triangular or a trapeLoidal member- 
ship function. In this work, for simplicity and to demonstrate the applicability of 



the method. the triangular membership function has been considered, for all the 
variables. 

The equation describing the triangular membership function IS given by 

The parameters u and c locate the ‘feet’ o f  the triangle and the paramcter h loc- 
ates the peak. The triangle in  Figure I shows a n  example of such a menibet-ship 
function. For this example a = 200. c ’  = 5 0 0  and h = I .  The resulting membership 
function may or may not be a symmetrical membership function. This allows ii 

departure from the usual assumption of  norrnally or  syrnrnctrically distributcd crror 
around the most likely value. This flexibility is one o f  the advantages o f  fuz/y sets 
when errors are not symmetrically distributed. Tho membership I‘unctions inay bc 
overlapped or they may be disjointed from one another. Kosko (1096) obscrvccl 
that the fuzzy controller attained its best performance when there is a overlapping 
in the adjacent membership functions. A good rule of thumb is l h a l  the ;ici,jacent 
f u z ~ y  set of values should overlap approximately 25% (Kosko,  1996). 

The problem in using fuzzy membership function with wider basc, is t h a t  they 
yield large errors in the response than d o  narrower ones. Thc trade o f f  should bc 
such that the I ‘ u ~ y  rule base describe the phyvical processes ;IS well ;is possible 
without losing the completeness of‘ thc Iulc systcrn. Civanlar and ‘lrusscl ( 19x6) 
provide some guidelines to construct the membership function I i r I  ~ L I L L ~  scts whosc 
clcmcnts havc a defining feature with ii k n o w n  probability dcnxity function (pdf) 
in the universe of  discourse. 

6.1. FUZZY R U L E S  

A fuzzy rule system is defined as the set o f  I-ulcs which conxists 01‘ s e ~ s  ol‘ input 
variables or premises A;,k, in  the form of  fuzzy scts with iiiembci-ship functions 
p , q ,  and a set of conscqucnccs B, also i n  the form o f  a f u z ~ y  sct. Typically a I‘uzzy 
if-then rule assumes the form 

i f x  is A then y is B 

where A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy scts o n  the ranges ( i i i i i -  

verse of discourse) X and Y, respectively. The ‘if’ part of the rule ‘ x  is A’ is 
called as urztecerlmf or  prprnise. while the ‘then’ part of the rule ‘y is B’ is callecl 
cmscyuontv. 

The premise is an interpretation that returns a single number between 0 and I .  
whereas the consequence is an assignment that assigns the entire fuzzy set €3 to 



the output variable y. Interpreting the fuzyy rule of the kind 'il-lhcn' involves clis- 
tinct steps such as: first evaluating the premise (which involvcs,fir~,//~~;n~ the input 
and applying ,JUzzy opcr 'ufocs)  and second, applying tha t  result to (he consequencc 
(implicutioiz). I n  the case of binary or two-valued logic, i l '  the  premise is true then 
the conscyuence is also true. But in a fuzzy statement involving a f u u y  rule, if the 
antecedent is true to some degree of membership, then the consequent is also true 
to that same dcgree. .41so, i f  the premise of the rule has multiple parts such as 

i fx  j.s A and y i,r B and 7 is C', then ... 

then all the parts of the premise are calculated simultaneously and resolved 10 a 
single number using the logical operalori;. 

The consequence o f a  rule also can haw sevcral parts like 

il s is A and v i s  H and : i ,s  C', then 111 1,s N and o is t', clc., 

in  which case all thc conscqucnccs are al'lkctcd equally by thc rcsul~ ot'lhc premise 
The consequcr~cc specifies ;I f u z ~ y  scl to bc assigned t o  thc output .  The i ~ p / i c u r i o f ,  
then modifies that f u u y  set to  the degree specified by t h c  premix. The most com- 
mon methods to  modify the output l u ~ ~ y  sct arc truncation using the min lunctior 
or scaling using the prod function. To obtain the oulput of' the cntirc set 01' rilles :I: 

a single number. it is recluircd l o  defuzzil'y lhc output f i m y  sct. 




